
“Gang edge + 10-position turret + Backworking tool post.”

Illustration of tool layout:
Type B tool post (guide bush type)

The Innovative SV-R Series Designed to Improve Capability  
and Outperform Conventional Models
The turret-type tool post (*) with B-axis control function and the rear housing tool post with Y-axis control function are specifically
designed for backworking and, to enhance functions and complete components quickly in one operation (Type B has both options).

Improved Functions and Machining Capability

»  The turret-type tool post can accommodate a 2-spindle type 
power tool unit with the B-axis control function at a maximum 
of 5 positions. (Type B)

»  The tool post for backworking has an 8-spindle unit with the 
Y-axis control as standard equipment and can accommodate  
a power tool unit at a maximum of 6 positions.

»  A wide variety of tooling layouts can be configured using the 
27 available positions for mounting tools.

»  The motors for both the main/sub spindles and gang-type tool 
post have increased power. (*1)

* type B

Higher Accuracy and Rigidity

»  The guide bush and non-guide bush type are interchangeable. 
The non-guide bush type incorporates a spindle sleeve slide 
guideway structure for higher spindle rigidity.

»  Built-in motors for the main and sub spindles improve indexing 
accuracy

Reduced Machining Time

»  The Star Motion Control System ensures a smooth,  
uninterrupted tool path.

»    The 8-spindle backworking unit with the Y-axis control function 
allows efficient main/back overlap machining.

»  The combination of the gang-type tool post and the turret tool 
post enables turning, milling and other operations  
simultaneously for reduction of the cycle time.
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